
What is a Petite Press™?
As the name implies, it is a tiny iron. (It is not a steam iron.) It is great for hard-to-reach 
places when crafting and sewing, especially when pressing small areas of appliqué or 
seams when piecing a quilt. Four temperature settings are available.
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How do you use the Petite Press? 
1. Read all instructions and safety precautions printed on 
package insert before using. Before heating, adjust handle 
position. To do this, twist knob on right side of iron counter-
clockwise, hold iron to rotate it up or down until desired 
position is achieved. Tighten by turning knob clockwise.

2. Plug cord into outlet. Turn iron on by pressing the On/Off 
button located on digital pad.  

3. Select desired temperature by pressing Up or Down buttons on digital pad. Iron is
fully heated when light stops blinking; a beeping sound is heard.

4. Use attached stand to rest hot iron when not in use. Never leave iron unattended. 
Unplug iron and allow it to cool completely before storing.

5. To clean: Occasionally the sole plate will need cleaning. Use a product specifically
designed for iron cleaning for best results. Follow manufacturer’s instructions for proper 
use. After cleaning, and before use, test iron on scrap fabric to ensure no residual 
cleaning solution remains. Do not use water to clean iron.  

1.   Cord
2.   Handle
3.   Digital Control Pad
4.   Handle Position Knob
5.   Sole Plate
6.   Stand
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Temperature Settings:
Setting 1:  Approximately 176˚ F –248˚ F
Setting 2:  Approximately 230˚ F – 302˚ F
Setting 3:  Approximately 284˚ F – 356˚ F
Setting 4:  Approximately 338˚ F – 410˚ F
AC 10 Watt  / 110 Volts

Iron has 4 positions.
To  rotate, turn
knob counter-
clockwise.

Temperature Setting Numbers

Indicator light blinks while heating;
stops blinking when iron reaches 
desired temperature.
Up Button
Down Button

On / Off Button
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What are the parts? 


